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PATTERN NAME COLOR
PATTERN
NUMBER

PRICE 
GROUP

MAXIMUM
WIDTH

EDGE 
BINDING

SLIDING
PANEL

FOLDING 
DOOR 

Antilles Natural AN 53N B 120" Y Y Y

Bali Natural BA 23N A 120" Y Y Y

Bamboo Leaf Brown BL 05B D 120" Y Y Y

Calabria Ivory CA 13I A 120" Y Y Y

Calabria Maple CA 13M A 120" Y Y Y

Calabria Pewter CA 13P A 120" Y Y Y

Calabria Walnut CA 13W A 120" Y Y Y

Catawba Maple CT 01M A 120" Y Y Y

Catawba Pecan CT 01P A 120" Y Y Y

Catawba Walnut CT 01W A 120" Y Y Y

Corfu CO 31 A 120" Y Y Y

Flax Brown FX 60B D 120" Y N N

Flax Mauve FX 60M D 120" Y N N

Flax Pecan FX 60P D 120" Y N N

Flax Walnut FX 60W D 120" Y N N

Harvest Amber HA 63A D 120" Y Y Y

Harvest Brown HA 63B D 120" Y Y Y

Jakarta JA 22 A 120" Y Y Y

Jute Brown JU 06B D 120" Y N N

Jute Natural JU 01N D 120" Y N N

Kon Tiki KT 57 C 120" N N N

Lotus Reeds Mahogany LR 68M C 120" N N N

Lotus Reeds Natural LR 68N C 120" N N N

Lotus Reeds Pecan LR 68P C 120" N N N

Mesh Brown ME 10B B 120" Y Y Y

Mesh Mahogany ME 10M B 120" Y Y Y

Mesh Walnut ME 10W B 120" Y Y Y

Mesh White ME 10H B 120" Y Y Y

Mini Matchstick Natural MM 04N C 120" Y Y Y

Mini Matchstick Pecan MM 04P C 120" Y Y Y

Mini Matchstick Walnut MM 04W C 120" Y Y Y

Mistral Cinnamon MI 19C B 120" Y Y Y

Mistral Nutmeg MI 19N B 120" Y Y Y

natural Woven Materials Reference [A – M]
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PATTERN NAME COLOR
PATTERN
NUMBER

PRICE 
GROUP

MAXIMUM 
WIDTH

EDGE
 BINDING

SLIDING
PANEL

FOLDING 
DOOR 

Nassau Mahogany NA 07M B 120" Y Y Y

Nassau Natural NA 07N B 120" Y Y Y

Okawa Brown OK 65B C 120" N N N

Okawa Red OK 65R C 120" N N N

Palmetto Natural PM 73N D 120" Y N N

Palmyra Maple PA 11M A 120" Y Y Y

Palmyra Walnut PA 11W A 120" Y Y Y

Petite Bamboo PB 23 A 120" Y Y Y

Piazza Brown PI 08B C 120" Y Y Y

Piazza Mahogany PI 08M C 120" Y Y Y

Piazza Pecan PI 08P C 120" Y Y Y

Provence PR 01 D 120" N N N

PuDong Pecan PD 06P C 120" Y Y Y

PuDong White PD 06H C 120" Y Y Y

Rain Forest RF 26 B 120" Y Y Y

Rustic Natural RU 42N A 120" Y Y Y

Soft Jute JU O4 D 120" Y N N

Sun Screen Brown SU 03B D 120" Y Y Y

Sun Screen Graphite SU 03G D 120" Y Y Y

Sun Weave Brown SW 03B D 120" Y Y Y

Sun Weave Pecan SW 03P D 120" Y Y Y

Teak Brown TE 55B A 120" Y Y Y

Timber Ebony TI 03E B 120" Y Y Y

Timber Oak TI 03O B 120" Y Y Y

Timber Walnut TI 03W B 120" Y Y Y

Toyako Beige Beige TO 53B D 120" Y N N

natural Woven Materials Reference [n – W]

edge Binding color Reference 

COLOR
COLOR 

NUMBER WIDTH

NARROW WIDTH BINDING

Cream T001 1"

Dark Beige T003 1"

Desert Sand T005 1"

Mocha T007 1"

Pecan T009 1"

Chocolate T010 1"

Khaki T012 1"

Light Olive T013 1"

Berry T014 1"

Black T015 1"

COLOR
COLOR 

NUMBER WIDTH

WIDE WIDTH BINDING

Cream W001 3"

Dark Beige W003 3"

Desert Sand W005 3"

Mocha W007 3"

Pecan W009 3"

Chocolate W010 3"

Khaki W012 3"

Light Olive W013 3"

Berry W014 3"

Black W015 3"

liner color Reference 

LINER 
COLOR NAME

COLOR 
NUMBER

BACKING 
COLOR

MAX WIDTH X LENGTH 
WITHOUT SEAMS

PRIVACY LINERS

Privacy White LF 01 White 118" x 118"

Privacy Beige LF 03 Beige 118" x 118"

Privacy Natural LF 05 Natural 118" x 118"

Privacy Chocolate LF 07 Chocolate 118" x 118"

BLACK-OUT LINERS

Black-Out White BO 01 White 55" x 55"

Black-Out Beige BO 03 Beige 55" x 55"

Black-Out Chocolate BO 07 Chocolate 55" x 55"

color Reference
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FRONT

hobbled Shade
Shade is constructed the same way as a Standard Shade, with a 6” valance and 

cords in front of the shade. When lowered, the shade maintains its folds, giving it 

a soft fabric look. 

Note that hobbled shades contain more material and are heavier than the 

Standard Roman and Waterfall shades. 

Standard Roman Shade
Shade is raised by means of 
cords, which hang in front of the 
shade. includes a 6-inch valance 
to conceal the components. 
When raised, the material rises 
from the bottom in flat folds. 

Standard Shade Styles
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Waterfall Shade
Shade is raised by means of cords, 
which hang behind the shade. 
Material is attached to the front 
of the head rail, without a valance. 
When raised, the material rises 
from the bottom in flat folds.

optional back valance is  
available on request.

Valances and Valance Returns
Valance returns supplied with all outside mount shades. They also are available on 
request with inside mount shades. 

Standard valance returns are 6" long and are made of the bamboo pattern chosen.

Short valance returns (2" long) are available on request. Short returns conceal the end 
of the headrail and components and remain clear of the shade when it is fully raised. 

Fabric Valance Returns 
For shades with edge binding, returns made from the edge binding  
fabric are available as a surcharge option.

6"

2"

6" standard valance return 

2" short valance return

All standard shade styles operate with a cord lock  

and are supplied with cord cleats to keep the cords  

tidy and away from children or pets. 

Cord Lock

Cord Cleat
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clutch control and continuous cord loop
clutch controls are available with all shade styles. Clutch 
controls are not available with Top down Bottom Up.

Shades with clutch controls will be shipped without cord cleats, 

but with a Rollease® cord safety clip. 

Shades with clutch controls will be mounted on a wider head 

rail (see Specifications for details).

Cord loops will be either natural or cocoa color, based on 

the color of the pattern chosen.

Standard cord loop length is half the height of the shade. 

other sizes are available (in increments of one foot) upon request. 

A surcharge will be applied for lengths over 5 feet. longer cord 

loops may be shipped separately.

Metal bead chain is also available as a surcharge option. Metal  

bead chain may be shipped separately. 

control options

Top Down Bottom Up Shades
Shades can be raised from the bottom or lowered from the top by two 

sets of cords on opposite sides of the shade. includes a 6” valance to 

conceal the components. Available with liners and edge binding.

All Top Down Bottom Up shades will be supplied with lined valances to 

conceal the components and any light gap that may be visible at the top 

of the shade. This is included in the Top Down Bottom Up surcharge.

Top down Bottom Up shades are only available to 84" wide. 

Motorized Shades
Most sizes and styles of shades can be motorized. Please call us to discuss motor specifications and prices 

based on the size and weight of the shades. 

Cord Tensioner and Bracket

Continuous 
Cord Loop

Clutch Control 



liners

Twin Shade
Features two separate, independently operated shades on one head rail. The front 
shade can be either a standard or waterfall natural woven shade. 

A separate liner shade is attached to the back of the head rail and both shades oper-
ate independently. lift cords can be on the same side or opposite sides of the shade.

Available with Roll ease® clutch control for the front, natural woven shade or for 
both shades. 

See Specifications for headrail sizes. 

liners can be ordered attached to the back of the shade or as a separately operable, movable liner (Twin Shade below).

Attached liners 
Available in Privacy or Black-out liner. liners are secured to the back of the shade by stitches at each side of the liner.

liners have sewn in ribs to give the appearance of a finished roman shade. There are no ribs sewn into liners for 

shades with edge binding.

Top down Bottom Up shades are only available to 84" wide.  
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lined Valance     
lined Valance are recommended to conceal the head rail components where an open-weave pattern is selected. 

all Top down Bottom Up Shades are made with lined valances as standard. 
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edge Binding

Multiple Shades on one head Rail

Shades can be ordered two-on-one head rail, or three-on-one 
head rail, up to a maximum width of 120 inches. The width limit 
for a common valance is 120 inches. 

normal inside mount deductions will be made and there will be 
a maximum ½ inch gap between shades. 

Available in 2 widths: 1" (½" on the face of the shade) and 3" (1 ½" 
on the face of the shade). 

narrow edge binding is applied to the sides of the shade and 
the valance.

Wide edge binding is applied to the sides of the shade and the 
valance and also to the bottom of the shade. 

Wide edge binding not available with hold down brackets.

Standard Shade
shown with wide edge binding

Standard Shade
shown with narrow edge binding

other options
cut outs
cut outs can be taken from either side of the shade. Please provide exact dimensions and the locations of cut 
outs required. 

There may be limitations to what can be cut out, based upon the size and specifications of the shade. The factory 
will review all orders for cut outs and provide confirmation of each order within 24 hours. 

cut outs are not available with edge binding.

Fabric Wrapped headrail
Standard shades come with a stained wood headrail. Fabric wrapped headrails are a decorative option, where 
the headrail is covered with the same woven wood material as the shade.

Brackets and Spacer Blocks
Hold down brackets supplied upon request (not available with wide edge binding).

Spacer blocks are available upon request.

shown with two shades
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STandard Twin Shade
Controls Same Side (shown) 
or Opposite Sides

Size limitations
Minimum Width: 12 inches       Minimum height: 18 inches
Maximum Width: 96 inches      Maximum height: 108 inches

Minimum Width Roll ease clutch: 18 inches
 

Maximum Width Top Down Bottom Up: 84 inches

Multiple shades on one head rail can be ordered to 120 inches 

wide. Maximum width for common valance is 96 inches.

Bracket Dimensions
height: 1 ½ inches
Depth: 1 ¾ inches

inside Mount Depths

Minimum Required depth: 

¾ inch with standard bracket

Flush Mount depth:

headrail width plus 1 inch if using standard bracket.

exact flush inside mount depths will vary slightly based 

upon the thickness of the fabric.

inside Mount Deductions
The factory will make a deduction of 3/8 inch for all  

inside Mount shades, unless otherwise requested.

Ring Spacing and Stack height
Rings are spaced 7" apart on the back of the shade.  
The stacking height will be approximately 8" – 10" for  

all heights of shades.

Shade Specifications

 5"

Woven 
Wood

Liner

 3"

Woven 
Wood

Liner

Woven Wood Liner

2 ½" 2 3/4"

1" 1 ½"

narrow headrail 
(Custom Order Only)
• Standard Shades
• Waterfall Shades 
• TDBU Shades

STandard headrail 
• Standard Shades
• Waterfall Shades 
• TDBU Shades

CluTCh Shade
with Continuous Cord Loop

Twin Shade 
wiTh CluTCh
(Clutch Control for  
Front Shade Only)
Controls Same Side (shown)
or Opposite Sides

Twin Shade 
wiTh 2 CluTCheS
Controls Same Side (shown) 
or Opposite Sides

1 ¾”

1 ½”

 ¾”

head Rail Dimensions 
Middle support brackets will be supplied for all 

shades over 41 inches wide.
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Folding doors are ideal for large windows or doors and hang vertically from hangers, which slide smoothly 

inside an aluminum track. on each side of the door are bamboo bars with handles, if desired. The bamboo 

wood bars are a natural "carbon" color, which is a natural, light wood tone that coordinates well with all 

patterns. All folding doors are provided with brown track. White track can be supplied on request.

check the Material Reference chart for which patterns are available to be made as Folding Doors.

Folding doors come in one of two configurations: One way Opening or Center Opening. 

Folding Doors

one Way opening
When open, the material stacks back either to the right 

or the left. Specify on the Order Form which side of the 

door the drapery will stack to.

nOTe: if you want the material to stack back completely 

clear of the window, for an unobstructed view when the 

door is open, allow for the width of the stack in the over-

all width of the door. 

. 

one-way left Stack
shown with valance

Center opening – Split draw
shown with valance

center opening (Split Draw)
The door is made from two panels, which are 

equal width and meet in the middle. They open to 

opposite sides of the window.

each panel has a bamboo wood bar on each side 

and the two middle bars have small, countersunk 

magnets which hold the two bars together tightly, 

when the panels are in the closed position. 



Valance
Standard folding doors come with track and 

panels. Adding a valance provides a decorative 

touch, which conceals the track and hangers 

and blocks any light gap between the track and 

the top of the door. 

The valance is 8 inches long and is mounted  

to a wood board, 5 ½" deep and ¾" thick. The  

valance is attached to the front edge of the 

board by velcro.

The valance is oriented in the same direction  

as the door (vertically) and is edge-bound on the 

top and the bottom. 

For inside Mount shades, the valance will cover 

the front of the valance board only. For outside 

Mount shades, the valance will be made to wrap 

around both ends of the valance board.

Fullness
The standard folding door comes with 5% fullness, which means that it lies nearly flat when fully extended.

Folding doors can be ordered with 20% fullness, which gives fuller folds.

10
options

20% fullness
shown with valance

5% fullness
shown with valance

Valance

Center opening – Split draw
shown without valance

liners
Available in Privacy or Black-out liner. liners are attached to the top of the folding door and are secured 

down both sides beneath the bamboo wood bars.
Bracket
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Folding Door Specifications

Size limitations
Minimum Width: 24 inches Minimum height: 24 inches

Maximum Width: 192 inches Maximum height: 96 inches

important information for ordering  
and installing Folding Doors

Stacking chart
widTh STaCK

36" 8 ½"

42" 9"

48" 9 ½"

60" 11"

72" 12"

84" 13"

96" 14"

center opening shades will open into two equal stacks on each side 

of the shade. For example a 96" center opening will have two stacks 

each the size of a 48" one Way. 

20% Fullness shades will stack approximately 1 inch wider for small 

shades and 1 ½ inches wider for larger shades, than a 5% Fullness 

shade of the same size.

All stacking dimensions are approximate and will vary by pattern.

Doors without a Valance
For doors without a valance, the height of the folding door is  

measured from the top of the track to the bottom of the fabric.

There is a gap of approximately ¾" between the top of the track and 

the material. The factory will deduct this amount from the ordered 

length when they make the fabric panel. 

Doors with a Valance
For doors with a valance, the height of the folding door is  

measured from the top of the valance board to the bottom  

of the fabric. 

The valance board is ¾" thick and there is ¾" between the top  

of the track and the top of the material. The factory will deduct 1 ½" 

from the ordered length when they make the fabric panel. 

inside Mount Measurements
Minimum Inside Mount depth: 2 inches

check for any obstructions, such as trim or handles that may 

interfere with the opening and closing of the door. 

Inside Mount deductions:
Width: ¼"

height: ¾"

no deductions are made to the width or height of outside  

Mount doors.  

valance

Bracket Dimensions

Track Dimensions

¾"

¾"

¾"

Allow 2" clearance
from wall or any 
obstructions.

¾"

11/2"

1/2"

3"



no charge options

one Way opening
When open the panels stack back to either the right or the left. 

Specify on the order form which side of the window the panels 

will stack to. 

nOTe: if you want the material to stack completely away from 

the window, for an unobstructed view, allow for the width of the 

panels in the overall width of the shade. See "Specifications" for 

more details. 

center opening 
Must be made with an even number of panels and the panels 

will stack back to both sides.

Wand Draw
Shade is operated by means 

of a white aluminum wand which 

clips into the front edge of the 

lead panel. Wood wands are available 

(see Surcharge Options).

Sliding panels provide a clean, contemporary look for large windows and doors. overlapping panels are sus-

pended from hangers, which glide smoothly in an aluminum track and pass in front of each other, to allow the 

panels to stack back away from the window. 

The panels are supplied with edge binding to protect them from wear and tear and the panels are customed-

sized, based on the width of the shade and the number of panels. Panels can be made with privacy or black-

out liners.

Sliding panels can be one way draw or center opening. They are also available with wand or cord operation. 

note: Bamboo and natural materials can stretch or shrink, so we recommend that panels are ordered with at 

least ¾" clearance from the ground. Also, when shipped from the factory, panels may be slightly different lengths 

( up to ½" from the ordered length). Shorter panels can be made longer by gently pulling on the bottom of the 

panel until they are the same length as longer panels. 

Center Opening

12

Sliding Panels

One-Way Right Stacked

Wand
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liners
Available in Privacy or Black out. liners are sewn under the edge bindings on all four sides of the 

panels. 

Valance
Valances are 8" long and are attached to the front and sides of the track by velcro. if ordered with 

the original shade, the velcro for the valance will be riveted to the front of the track, to ensure a 

lasting bond.

Valances are cut up the roll, so they wrap around the ends of the track. Valance returns are not 

required. For inside Mount shades the valance will cover the front of the track only. For outside 

Mount shades the valance will be made to wrap around both ends of the track.

if valances are ordered separately, both halves of the velcro will be provided, but the bond  

between the velcro and the track will not be as durable. 

Wide edge Binding
Panels will come with narrow (1 inch) edge binding as standard, which means that ½ inch is visible 

on the face of the panels. Wide (3 inch) edge binding is also available in the same colors. 

Wood Wands
Wood wands are available 38" long and in a natural 

wood color with a clear coat. Wood wands attach by 

means of a hook to the front edge of the lead hanger

 and have a sculpted wood handle.

custom colors of wood wand are available on request 

for an extra surcharge.

Sliding Panel Surcharge options

Wood Wand
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TraCK widThS

3 Channel 2"

4 Channel 2 3/4"

5 Channel 3 3/8"

Track Dimensions
The distance from the top of the track to the top of 

the panels is 1 inch. The factory will take account of this 

distance when calculating the panel length. 

Mounting Depths
3 TraCK 4 TraCK 5 TraCK

Minimum IB 2" 2 3/4" 3 3/8"

Flush IB 2 1/2" 3 1/4" 3 7/8"

wall or Face Mount: 2 7/8" flat mounting surface required.

(Using l Bracket)

iB Deduction (Width):   ¼"

iB Deduction (height):  ½"  

inside Mount Deductions

Sliding Panel Specifications

Size limitations
Minimum Width: 48"          Minimum height: 24" 

Maximum Width: 144"        Maximum height: 108" 

widTh TYPe oF oPeninG nuMBer oF PanelS TraCK TYPe

48" – 84" One Way
Center Opening

3 Panels
4 Panels

3 Channel
4 Channel

84 ¼" – 120" One Way
Center Opening

4 Panels
4 Panels

4 Channel
4 Channel

120 ¼" – 144" One Way
Center Opening

5 Panels
6 Panels

5 Channel
3 Channel

Standard Panel configurations 

widTh one waY draw CenTer oPeninG

60" 3 panels 22 ¼" 4 panels 17 3/8"

72" 3 panels 26 ¼" 4 panels 20 3/8"

84" 3 panels 30 ¼" 4 panels 23 3/8"

96" 4 panels 26 3/8" 4 panels 26 3/8"

108" 4 panels 29 3/8" 4 panels 29 3/8"

120" 4 panels 32 3/8" 4 panels 32 3/8"

132" 5 panels 28 ¾" 6 panels 24 3/8"

144" 5 panels 31 1/8" 6 panels 26 3/8"

Typical Panel Sizes (outside Mount Shades) 

Panel Size calculations
Inside Mount: Deduct 1 1/8" from the width. Divide by the number of panels 

and add 2 ½" for the overlap. Round up to the nearest 1/8". 

Outside Mount: Deduct 7/8" from the width. Divide by the number of panels 

and add 2 ½" for the overlap. Round up to the nearest 1/8". 

 



15Roman Shade Pricing 
includes Standard Roman Shade and Waterfall Shade

24˝ 30˝ 36˝ 42˝ 48˝ 60˝ 72˝ 84˝ 96˝

36˝ $205 $215 $243 $259 $275 $350 $408 $496 $585

48˝ $213 $242 $280 $302 $324 $412 $483 $582 $680

54˝ $227 $268 $309 $329 $349 $441 $520 $624 $730

60˝ $239 $289 $327 $354 $372 $470 $557 $667 $778

66˝ $253 $300 $347 $371 $396 $538 $618 $729 $848

72˝ $268 $311 $355 $389 $421 $565 $665 $791 $917

78˝ $278 $327 $374 $469 $458 $596 $702 $836 $969

84˝ $294 $343 $393 $444 $495 $629 $740 $878 $1,023

96˝ $322 $378 $433 $475 $544 $728 $856 $1,016 $1,176

108˝ $362 $425 $487 $534 $611 $818 $963 $1,143 $1,323 

24˝ 30˝ 36˝ 42˝ 48˝ 60˝ 72˝ 84˝ 96˝

36˝ $126 $130 $158 $175 $194 $238 $268 $311 $341

48˝ $144 $165 $185 $209 $230 $286 $319 $373 $411

54˝ $153 $185 $200 $223 $251 $310 $352 $402 $447

60˝ $162 $192 $215 $238 $261 $330 $385 $432 $484

66˝ $170 $200 $230 $254 $281 $376 $414 $476 $534

72˝ $179 $211 $245 $271 $298 $393 $436 $521 $584

78˝ $190 $225 $259 $292 $324 $417 $471 $551 $621

84˝ $201 $238 $275 $311 $352 $441 $497 $584 $665

96” $219 $263 $306 $345 $385 $502 $574 $669 $761

108˝ $247 $295 $343 $389 $433 $564 $645 $752 $856

WIDTH

L
E

N
G

T
H

L
E

N
G

T
H

L
E

N
G

T
H

L
E

N
G

T
H

24˝ 30˝ 36˝ 42˝ 48˝ 60˝ 72˝ 84˝ 96˝

36˝ $152 $168 $196 $213 $230 $268 $305 $357 $405

48˝ $184 $211 $238 $261 $285 $323 $364 $432 $504

54˝ $191 $223 $253 $279 $305 $350 $395 $468 $541

60˝ $201 $234 $268 $296 $323 $376 $425 $504 $578

66˝ $211 $248 $284 $314 $344 $401 $457 $538 $613

72˝ $222 $260 $299 $332 $364 $425 $488 $571 $648

78˝ $231 $273 $315 $351 $385 $452 $519 $604 $686

84˝ $240 $286 $330 $368 $405 $478 $549 $636 $722

96˝ $263 $326 $360 $403 $445 $551 $637 $734 $827

108˝ $295 $351 $404 $453 $500 $620 $716 $825 $929

Price Group A
Bali

calabria

catawba

corfu

Jakarta

Palmyra

Petite Bamboo

Rustic

Teak

Price Group B
Antilles

Mesh

Mistral

nassau

Rain Forest

Timber

24˝ 30˝ 36˝ 42˝ 48˝ 60˝ 72˝ 84˝ 96˝

36˝ $176 $200 $225 $239 $268 $332 $387 $473 $545

48˝ $195 $227 $258 $278 $298 $384 $448 $543 $642

54˝ $208 $243 $277 $300 $322 $406 $491 $591 $677

60˝ $222 $258 $294 $320 $352 $442 $519 $621 $729

66˝ $235 $273 $311 $338 $377 $478 $563 $671 $780

72˝ $247 $288 $328 $357 $398 $520 $611 $728 $843

78˝ $260 $303 $347 $384 $433 $550 $646 $770 $894

84˝ $272 $318 $364 $412 $458 $580 $681 $811 $943

96˝ $296 $349 $399 $450 $510 $658 $783 $920 $1,059

108˝ $334 $393 $448 $507 $574 $741 $881 $1,034 $1,192

Price Group c
Kon Tiki

lotus Reeds 

Mini Matchstick

okawa

Piazza

PuDong

Price Group D
Bamboo leaf

Flax

harvest

Jute

Palmetto 

Provence

Soft Jute

Sun Screen

Sun Weave

Toyako



16 Roman Shade Surcharge option Pricing 
Add the surcharge below to the retail price for the basic shade.

WIDTH

24˝ 30˝ 36˝ 42˝ 48˝ 60˝ 72˝ 84˝ 96˝

36˝ $25 $32 $38 $44 $51 $63 $76 $89 $102

48˝ $33 $41 $49 $57 $65 $82 $98 $114 $131

54˝ $36 $45 $54 $63 $73 $91 $109 $127 $145

60˝ $40 $50 $60 $70 $80 $100 $120 $140 $160

66˝ $44 $54 $65 $76 $87 $109 $131 $152 $174

72˝ $47 $59 $71 $83 $94 $118 $141 $165 $189

78˝ $51 $63 $76 $89 $102 $127 $152 $178 $203

84˝ $54 $68 $82 $95 $109 $136 $163 $190 $218

96˝ $62 $77 $93 $108 $123 $154 $185 $216 $247

108˝ $69 $86 $103 $121 $138 $172 $207 $241 $276

24˝ 30˝ 36˝ 42˝ 48˝ 60˝ 72˝ 84˝ 96˝

36˝ $27 $33 $40 $47 $53 $67 $80 $93 $107

48˝ $34 $43 $51 $60 $69 $86 $103 $120 $137

54˝ $38 $48 $57 $67 $76 $95 $114 $133 $153

60˝ $42 $52 $63 $73 $84 $105 $126 $147 $168

66˝ $46 $57 $69 $80 $92 $114 $137 $160 $183

72˝ $50 $62 $74 $87 $99 $124 $149 $174 $198

78˝ $53 $67 $80 $93 $107 $133 $160 $187 $214

84˝ $57 $72 $86 $100 $114 $143 $172 $200 $229

96˝ $65 $81 $97 $113 $130 $162 $195 $227 $259

108˝ $72 $91 $109 $127 $145 $181 $217 $254 $290

Privacy liner
Privacy White 
Privacy Beige
Privacy natural
Privacy chocolate
  

Black-out liner
Black-out White
Black-out Beige
Black-out chocolate

L
E

N
G

T
H

L
E

N
G

T
H

24˝ 30˝ 36˝ 42˝ 48˝ 60˝ 72˝ 84˝ 96˝

$90 $105 $120 $130 $135 $140 $150 $160 $170
Roll ease clutch System

Top Down Bottom Up      $45 SurCharGe cut outs               $30 SurCharGe Per CuT ouT

3-on-1 head Rail     $50 all SiZeSTwin Shade     all S             $120 SurCharGe 

$40 all SiZeS
custom cord loop length   
or Metal Bead chain loop

2-on-1 head Rail    $40 all SiZeShobbled Style                30% SurCharGe 

Fabric Wrapped headrail   $60 SurCharGe

Fabric Valance Returns      $30 SurCharGe 

optional lined Valance      $15 SurCharGe



17Roman Shade Surcharge option Pricing 
Add the surcharge below to the retail price for the basic shade.

24˝ 30˝ 36˝ 42˝ 48˝ 60˝ 72˝ 84˝ 96˝

36˝ $28 $29 $31 $32 $34 $37 $40 $43 $46

48˝ $34 $35 $37 $38 $40 $43 $46 $49 $52

54˝ $37 $38 $40 $41 $43 $46 $49 $52 $55

60˝ $40 $41 $43 $44 $46 $49 $52 $55 $58

66˝ $43 $44 $46 $47 $49 $52 $55 $58 $61

72˝ $46 $47 $49 $50 $52 $55 $58 $61 $64

78˝ $49 $50 $52 $53 $55 $58 $61 $64 $67

84˝ $52 $53 $55 $57 $58 $61 $64 $67 $70

96˝ $58 $60 $61 $63 $64 $67 $70 $73 $76

108˝ $64 $66 $67 $69 $70 $73 $76 $79 $83

WIDTH

L
E

N
G

T
H

narrow edge 
Binding
cream
Dark Beige
Desert Sand
Mocha
Pecan
chocolate
Khaki
light olive
Black
Berry

24˝ 30˝ 36˝ 42˝ 48˝ 60˝ 72˝ 84˝ 96˝

36˝ $36 $38 $40 $42 $44 $48 $52 $56 $60

48˝ $44 $46 $48 $50 $52 $56 $60 $64 $68

54˝ $48 $50 $52 $54 $56 $60 $64 $68 $72

60˝ $52 $54 $56 $58 $60 $64 $68 $72 $76

66˝ $56 $58 $60 $62 $64 $68 $72 $76 $80

72˝ $60 $62 $64 $66 $68 $72 $76 $80 $84

78˝ $64 $66 $68 $70 $72 $76 $80 $84 $88

84˝ $68 $70 $72 $74 $76 $80 $84 $88 $92

96˝ $76 $78 $80 $82 $84 $88 $92 $96 $100

108˝ $84 $86 $88 $90 $92 $96 $100 $104 $108

L
E

N
G

T
H

Wide edge 
Binding
cream
Dark Beige
Desert Sand
Mocha
Pecan
chocolate
Khaki
light olive
Black
Berry
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Folding Door Pricing | one Way opening Shade
WIDTH

48” 60” 72” 84” 96” 120”  Per extra 12" up to 192"

48˝ $296 $349 $400 $462 $524 $641 $59

60˝ $331 $391 $449 $519 $588 $721 $67

72˝ $365 $433 $498 $576 $652 $802 $74

84˝ $399 $474 $548 $633 $717 $882 $83

96˝ $433 $516 $597 $689 $781 $963 $92

Valance $89 $91 $117 $119 $148 $184 $13

48˝ 60˝ 72˝ 84˝ 96˝ 120˝ Per extra 12" up to 192"

48˝ $315 $373 $428 $495 $561 $688 $63

60˝ $354 $421 $484 $560 $635 $780 $73

72˝ $393 $468 $541 $625 $709 $873 $82

84˝ $432 $516 $597 $690 $783 $965 $91

96˝ $471 $563 $654 $756 $857 $1,057 $101

Valance $98 $102 $130 $134 $166 $207 $15

48˝ 60˝ 72˝ 84˝ 96˝ 120˝ Per extra 12" up to 192"

48˝ $348 $413 $477 $552 $626 $769 $69

60˝ $395 $471 $545 $631 $716 $882 $82

72˝ $442 $529 $614 $710 $806 $994 $94

84˝ $489 $587 $682 $790 $896 $1,106 $104

96˝ $536 $644 $751 $869 $989 $1,219 $117

Valance $114 $121 $151 $157 $195 $231 $18

48˝ 60˝ 72˝ 84˝ 96˝ 120˝ Per extra 12" up to 192"

48˝ $373 $445 $514 $596 $676 $832 $78

60˝ $426 $510 $592 $686 $779 $960 $91

72˝ $479 $576 $670 $776 $881 $1,088 $103

84˝ $533 $642 $748 $866 $984 $1,216 $116

96˝ $586 $707 $826 $957 $1,086 $1,344 $128

Valance $127 $136 $167 $176 $219 $274 $20

L
E

N
G

T
H

L
E

N
G

T
H

L
E

N
G

T
H

L
E

N
G

T
H

Price Group A
Bali
calabria
catawba
corfu
Jakarta
Palmyra
Petite Bamboo
Rustic
Teak

Price Group B
Antilles
Mesh
Mistral
nassau
Rain Forest
Timber

Price Group c
Mini Matchstick

Piazza

PuDong

Price Group D
Bamboo leaf
harvest
Sun Screen
Sun Weave

Privacy liner add 30%

20% Fullness add 20%

Black-out liner add 40%

Split Draw add $122

5% fuLLNEss

net Freight Surcharge add $20
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60" 72" 84" 96" 108" 120" 132" 144"

60" $535 $605 $680 $771 $841 $916 $990 $1,056

72" $585 $663 $746 $849 $927 $1,010 $1,095 $1,169

84" $635 $721 $812 $927 $1,013 $1,104 $1,199 $1,281

96" $686 $780 $879 $1,005 $1,099 $1,198 $1,303 $1,394

Valance $42 $51 $59 $68 $76 $85 $93 $102

60" 72" 84" 96" 108" 120" 132" 144"

60" $503 $567 $636 $721 $785 $854 $922 $983

72" $546 $618 $694 $788 $860 $936 $1,013 $1,081

84" $590 $668 $751 $856 $934 $1,017 $1,104 $1,179

96" $634 $719 $809 $924 $1,009 $1,099 $1,195 $1,277

Valance $38 $45 $53 $60 $68 $75 $83 $90

60" 72" 84" 96" 108" 120" 132" 144"

60" $493 $556 $623 $706 $768 $836 $902 $961

72" $535 $604 $678 $770 $840 $914 $989 $1,055

84" $577 $653 $733 $835 $911 $992 $1,076 $1,148

96" $619 $701 $788 $900 $982 $1,069 $1,163 $1,242

Valance $36 $43 $51 $58 $65 $72 $79 $87

60" 72" 84" 96" 108" 120" 132" 144"

60" $482 $543 $609 $689 $750 $815 $880 $937

72" $522 $589 $661 $750 $817 $889 $962 $1,026

84" $562 $635 $713 $812 $885 $963 $1,045 $1,114

96" $602 $681 $765 $873 $952 $1,036 $1,127 $1,203

Valance $34 $41 $48 $55 $62 $69 $76 $83

WIDTH

L
E

N
G

T
H

L
E

N
G

T
H

L
E

N
G

T
H

L
E

N
G

T
H

Sliding Panel Pricing

Black-out liner        add 40%

Wide edge Binding         $150Privacy liner add 30%

Price Group A
Bali
calabria
catawba
corfu
Jakarta
Palmyra
Petite Bamboo

Price Group B
Antilles
Mesh
Mistral
nassau
Rain Forest
Timber

Price Group c
Mini Matchstick

Piazza

PuDong

Price Group D
Bamboo leaf
harvest
Sun Screen
Sun Weave

Rustic
Teak

net Freight Surcharge add $20



one Year limited Warranty

What is covered by this warranty and for how long:

For a period of one (1) year from the date of purchase, all products are warranted against 

defects in materials and workmanship provided that the product is installed according to 

the product instructions.  We reserve the right to determine if your piece warrants a repair 

or partial replacement of any parts or in the unlikely event the entire piece is defective, we 

will replace this window covering with a new window covering of equal or superior value. 

This shall be your sole remedy under this warranty.

Who is covered by this warranty:

This warranty applies to the original customer with proof of purchase in a residential 

application within the United States.

What is not covered in this warranty: 

This warranty does not cover removal or installation or reinstallation of any window  

covering. This warranty does not cover damage or defects caused by or resulting from  

improper maintenance, neglect or improper use, abuse, misuse, neglect, accidents, 

Acts of God, alteration, commercial use, installation, removal or reinstallation or exposure 

to excessive moisture.

Your rights under State law: 

This warranty gives you the specific legal rights. You may also have other rights which 

may vary from state to state. We will not be liable for InCIdenTal OR COnSeQUenTIal 

daMaGeS or for any other direct or indirect damage, loss, cost, expense or fee.  Some 

states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages,  

so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you.

 

THIS waRRanTY IS eXClUSIVe and In lIeU OF all OTHeR OBlIGaTIOnS, lIaBIlITIeS, 

OR waRRanTIeS.

W 2012A


